Open Pedagogical Workshops 2021
Teaching and Learning Institute
In Person on Wednesdays from 2–4 pm

September 1st: How do you conceptualize education?

September 8th: What do we know about learning?

September 15th: What are the key elements of course design?

September 22nd: How can I start where the learner is and build my syllabus to deepen students' learning?

September 29th: How do I structure a classroom session for maximum student engagement and understanding?

October 6th: How do I evaluate my students and myself? How do I provide meaningful feedback?

To participate, email Dr. Kelly Gavin Zuckerman at kzuckerman@brynmawr.edu
October 20th: How do I develop a teaching style?

October 27th: How do I help to foster a sense of classroom community amongst a diversity of learners?

November 3rd: How do I ensure that all of my students feel safe, respected, and included?

November 10th: What is the role of lecture in the college classroom?

November 17th: How do I facilitate meaningful classroom discussion?

December 1st: How do I design and facilitate engaging groupwork and student presentations?

December 6th: How do I develop a statement of my teaching philosophy?

To participate, email Dr. Kelly Gavin Zuckerman at kzuckerman@brynmawr.edu